ISPO Award Recipients 2019.
ISPO Award.

Each year ISPO honors the sporting goods industry's most outstanding products with the ISPO Award. But ISPO itself is much more than an exhibition of products: It's the leading international platform for the entire sports business. ISPO is the meeting point for the decision makers and creative minds behind the brands.

The ISPO Award names the best products in the five segments: Snowsports, Outdoor, Health & Fitness, Urban and Teamsport. Each segment is divided into product-specific categories. A separate Eco Responsibility jury honors extraordinarily sustainable innovations and services.

Separately, objective international juries for each segment assess and judge the submissions.
Eco Responsibility.

Jury.
Sustainable on the highest level

Sustainability gains momentum since a few years. Therefore, the ISPO Award strategically integrates aspects of sustainability judged by experts of a separate Eco jury. In addition, the individual juries of each segment discuss the products in a separate process, evaluating the products’ innovative value, design, and functions.

Jury conclusion for 2019:

"After 2 days of evaluating the applications for the most innovative products in the sport industry, we could not see any outstanding sustainable product concepts. We do see that the sustainability achievements of the last years have raised the overall sustainability performance in the industry. For the next years, collaboration is needed by the most progressive, innovative and open-minded people. Who will be the next to step up and lead the way?"
Apparel.

Jury.
The essence of future sportswear

Today’s sports apparel is a complex matter, combining aspects of fashion, function and sustainability to create a garment best suited for the respective area of application. The procedure of judging apparel at the ISPO Award is therefore not an easy task. The judges, all of them professionals with a comprehensive insight and long experience in the business, have to consider a myriad of details to come to the right, and especially to a wise decision.

Therefore, the jury consists of journalists, fashion designers, trend forecasters, and fabric experts who take a closer look at all garments submitted for all ISPO Award categories. The next day, their decisions are presented to the hardware juries, and the apparel votes are finalized.
Snowsports.

Jury.
A future built tradition

Snow sports contribute to a large share of ISPO Munich, with skiing in all its facets being one of the strongest segments. This is also reflected by the ISPO Award submissions. It is amazing to see the unbroken development of this traditional segment as well as the innovations in snowboarding or cross-country skiing which often start new trends which turn into continuous movements. Avalanche safety, in particular, is a good example representing ongoing innovation throughout the years, thus inspiring the jury's work.
Mammut
SOTA HS Hooded Jacket

A fully featured 3L ski jacket with a 4-way super stretch laminated knit fabric with a 3D surface. The seamless surface design accommodates breathability and durability with open holes and 3D dense knit structures. Temperature regulation is enhanced by partially bonded Primaloft insulation in key zones. The special pattern construction and fabric achieve optimal freedom of movement and ergonomic fit.

Hall A3 / Booth 302
POC
POCito VPD air vest + TRAX POC edition

Child-specific, lightweight and breathable back protection that conforms to EN1621:2 Level 1 certification. The front chest pocket is designed to store a TRAX POC Edition device created to let you easily keep track of your child’s location and which can notify you in a range of potentially dangerous situations. The TRAX POC Edition has a set of exclusive features: SOS, inactivity report, ski maps, topographic maps, and activity data.

Hall B6 / Booth 414

Avalanche Airbag Backpacks

Black Diamond
JetForce PRO BT

The JetForce PRO BT Technology is an avalanche airbag system that is smaller and lighter than previously and features Bluetooth capabilities for easy updates. The pack is sleek, technical, and the entire system is modular, giving you the ability to attach a 10, 25, 35, or 25-liter splitboard booster pack making this airbag pack extremely versatile while providing more safety in the backcountry.

Hall A3 / Booth 402
Base Layer

**Craft**

CTM Baselayer Hood Long Sleeve

The seamlessly warp-knitted CTM Hood Long Sleeve features a unique 3D knit that offers unmatched freedom of movement, fit and comfort. The knit structure allows for advanced open mesh patterns, carefully placed for breathability where needed the most. An integrated facemask with breathing holes ensures maximum feel and performance in cold conditions.

Hall B3 / Booth 402

Gloves & Mittens

**Auclair Sports**

Race Fusion Glove

The Race Fusion glove is a high-performance race glove made of durable yet soft full-grain goat leather. The main characteristic is its external, articulated shell using D3O Impact Technology for premium protection. This particular configuration offers race-worthy protection in a more comfortable and ergonomic glove.

Hall B3 / Booth 510
Gloves & Mittens

**Black Diamond**
**Solano Glove**

This glove with 100% waterproof and breathable GORE-TEX® insert and Gore Warm technology offers three heat levels with LED button control and two different heat circulation modes. The rechargeable lithium-ion batteries are stored in a waterproof zippered battery compartment. The Solano is available as a finger glove and a mitten version.

Hall A3 / Booth 402

---

Helmets

**HEAD**
**RADAR**

The RADAR combines the benefits of wearing a goggle with those of having a visor helmet. As it is an entirely new approach in regard to construction and design, it is also for people who usually don't do visors. It provides an unrestricted field of vision and perfectly protects against wind and water. Its double-lens visor can be exchanged within seconds. The patent-pending Sphere Fit system assures a perfect fit.

Hall B5 / Booth 430
**ISPO Award 2019**
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---

**ODLO**

*I-Thermic*

I-Thermic is a fully knitted, intelligent thermoregulating performance midlayer. The garment leverages MAS’ patent-pending active heating technology Phoenix and is powered by CLIM8’s intelligent module and software, which regulates temperature fluctuations according to individual activity levels and temperature conditions.

Hall A2 Booth 30C

---

**VAUDE**

*Larice LesSeam Jacket*

The Larice LesSeam Jacket was made with a circular knit manufacturing process that reduces the amount of remnant materials made from pattern piece cutting. This conserves resources and provides incredible comfort due to a minimum of seams. A variety of material structures was used at different body parts to ensure optimum temperature regulation. PrimaLoft Sil. I. Eco is used at the front for warmth.

Hall A4 / Booth 20 + Hall A1 / Booth 406
HELLY HANSEN
W Whitewall Lifaloft™ Jacket

The women’s Whitewall Lifaloft™ jacket features a longer silhouette, and double needle embossed stitching. It has vast pocket space to accommodate backcountry safety equipment, hi-vis detailing for safety, and the Life Pocket™ to keep user’s phone batteries alive for longer. The jacket is extra warm without any added bulk, thanks to the 80g Lifaloft™ insulation by Primaloft.

Hall A1 / Booth 206

ROXY
PREMIERE SNOW JACKET FEAT. WARMLINK

Engineered to battle the cold, this season’s Roxy Premiere Collection introduces the Warmlink Technology to make even the harshest conditions a day at the beach. Internal heating panels keep the warmth in and the cold out, while sleek, sophisticated styling ensure that you’ll feel and look good from the top of the hill to the bottom.

roxy.com
The electronic HYDRO_BOT membrane actively pumps moisture from inside the jacket to the outside using electro-osmosis. This enhances the comfort and performance levels by protecting the skier from the dreaded, post-activity chill caused by trapped moisture. At up to ten times more efficient at removing unwanted moisture than conventional membranes, HYDRO_BOT is the only technology that can match the sweat rates of the human body.

Hall B1 / Booth 302
Mid Layer

**Peak Performance**

*Argon*

A sustainable, technical liner jacket made from recycled fabric with Thermore Eco Down synthetic filling and C0 DWR. Using an innovative production process, it features a unique quilt pattern, with woven vertical and horizontal channels for a sleek look. Avoiding stitch lines, the jacket has fewer cold spots and is more wind-resistant.

Hall B1 / Booth 304

---

Mid Layer Touring Suit

**TERNUA**

*BLACKCOMB SKI SUIT*

Very technical ski touring suit developed with athletes and developed for high-performance ski touring. Excellent balance of low weight, breathability, and warmth. Made with dryshell active flex fabric, a blend of 65% recycled nylon coming from recycling discarded nets and 35% of Elastane. Two chest pockets for skins and two zippered inner pockets for avalanche transceiver and other important things.

Hall A3 / Booth 506
The Blackyak Kostroma is the multi-use jacket for the 21st century. It features a weather shell constructed from GORE-TEX® INFINIUM® for protection and an integrated removable inner jacket constructed using YAKLOFT™ for insulation and YAK TruFlow™ air-permeable textiles.

Rottefella MOVE Switch Kit

When cross-country skiing, good grip, and glide are absolutely essential, Rottefella MOVE allows you to “shift gears” without taking off your skis. All you need to do is twist the MOVE™ Switch for better grip and better glide. With the new adaptor-plates, you can mount Rottefella MOVE on almost every ski.
**Goldwin**

G-Fides Jacket

The G-Fides jacket is a high-loft down jacket using GORE-TEX® 2L to provide excellent waterproof. 80g/m2 of recycled down is inserted with the original shaped baffle structure applied on the back to maximize warmth. Besides its technical features, unique detailed designs such as hood that wraps the collar and iconic designed front flap are applied.

Hall A1 / Booth 416

---

**Spyder**

Eiger GTX® Shell Jacket

Developed with pros like Chris Davenport and Owen Leeper, the new Eiger GTX® shell jacket is the ultimate fusion of style and performance. Main features: Engineered Polyester 3L with GORE-TEX® Laminate and DWR shell fabric, integrated four-way stretch panels for reach and full range of movement, underarm ventilation system, helmet compatible and adjustable fixed hood, removable powder skirt, storage management system with large pockets.

Hall B2 / Booth 202
Functionality meets style – the 3L GORE-TEX® Spyder Nordwand GTX® Shell Pant was developed with pros like Chris Davenport and Owen Leeper and comes with everything freeskiers expect from a high-performance pant: excellent weather protection and breathability, articulated knee construction, integrated stretch panels for full range of movement, internal and external thigh ventilation system.

**Spyder**
**Nordwand GTX® Shell Pant**

Building on the now widely accepted Responsible Down Standard platform, TrackMyDown.com is Allied’s next step in down industry traceability, sustainability, and education. TrackMyDown.com provides the ability for consumers to trace the down in their garment back to its source and provides the most up-to-date care information, all scannable at retail on the hangtag.

**Allied Feather & Down**
**TrackMyDown.com**

**Hall B2 / Booth 202**

**Hall A3 / Booth 110**
Ski Alpine – All-Mountain Skis

**DENERIAZ**
**DUAL’D**

Handmade all-mountain skis innovative for two reasons: First, because of the general concept of construction with balsa core and two lateral beams that work like a catamaran for the best skiing experience. Secondly, the asymmetrical structure of walnut and ash wood longitudinal beams, which adapt perfectly to each side and are ideal for either powder or piste, depending on the side they are skied on (left/right ski).

Hall B1 / Booth 218

Ski Alpine – Freeride Skis

**RENEWN**
**Citadel**

A full-carbon ski incorporating a non-newtonian material inside that reduces chatter and vibrations the harder and faster you ski. The Citadel represents a major refinement in this technology (non-newtonian material) and the most stable full-carbon ski ever. A ski light enough (~1,650g/ski) for the backcountry, yet still performing superbly on the slopes.

renoun.com
Ski Alpine – Ski Boots

**Nordica**

*Speedmachine J 3 Plus (GW)*

The Speedmachine J 3 Plus is the first adjustable junior ski boot. Nordica’s Infrared Technology adjusts the shell, the warm, thermoformable liner and all modular components to ensure a perfect fit. The new Weight Adjuster Button adjusts the flex on three different levels according to the different physical structures of children of the same age.

Hall B5 / Booth 340

---

Ski Touring

**G3**

*MINIMIST*

The MINIMIST skins achieve an ultralight feel by using high-performance textiles from other demanding sports applications, resulting in climbing skins that exceed the highest expectations for features and performance. MINIMIST skins are up to 30% lighter than its competition, and they pack small enough to fit into your jacket pocket. A carbon fiber insert at the tip of each skin creates a rigid platform that prevents snow creep.

Hall A3 / Booth 312
Ski Touring Skis

G3 FINDr

The FINDr series is uncompromising in performance and versatility in all conditions with a weight and set of features ski mountaineers dream of. New to the FINDr are magnetic contact points making boot pack transitions quick and eliminating the need for a strap when shouldering. As always, the FINDr has a full-carbon construction and polyurethane sidewalls for best-in-class dampness.

Hall A3 / Booth 312

Fischer

Scan-Fit (powered by 3D about me)

The Scan-Fit® app makes the search for the right boot size super easy and gives you a clear size and boot recommendation.

Hall B5 / Booth 220

Flaxta

Aware Impact

The sensor measures the impact, the algorithm analyzes the severity, the app displays all info and recommended actions.

Hall B6 / Booth 110

SCOTT Sports

Patrol E1 22 Backpack

Fully electronic airbag system with supercapacitor technology – the lightest system on the market with no travel restrictions.

Hall B4 / Booth 402 | 502

Avalanche Airbag Backpacks
ORTOVOX
TRACE 25

Minimalistic, light touring backpack for prolonged ascents and quick descents focusing on the essential features.

Hall A3 / Booth 412

VAUDE
Larice 18 Backpack

Enough space for fast ski tours, with breathable ErgoShape straps and optional Osram Light-me-up kit.

Hall A4 / Booth 20 + Hall A1 / Booth 406

Smith
4D MAG™

All-new 4D MAG™ goggle with BirdsEye Vision® and ChromaPop® lens technology for a 25% larger field of view.

Hall B6 / Booth 306

uvex
downhill 2000 CV

The innovative colorvision lens technology with color and contrast filter clearly enhances visibility on and off-piste.

Hall B6 / Booth 302

VIKING
BERNIN HAT

The first double-sided insulated hat combining the highest-quality Merino wool with Primaloft Silver I-2001 60g.

Hall B3 / Booth 403

POC
Obex Backcountry SPIN

With an NFC ID chip integrated into the helmet, first responders get the information they need straight to their phone.

Hall B6 / Booth 414
ROSSIGNOL
WHOOPEE IMPACTS LED HELMET
The Impacts technology provides improved protection against multiple impacts, an LED light offers additional visibility.
Hall B5 / Booth 240
Winner

Fischer
Speedmax 3D
Designed to reduce friction resistance, the ski’s sidewalls can be waxed to reach unheard levels of glide.
Hall B5 / Booth 220
Winner

TOREAD
TOREAD “TIEF”Ski Jacket
Ski jacket with an innovative fabric pattern and water-resistant, antibacterial, moisture-transferring TiEF Warm padding.
toread.com.cn

MR. SNOW
Textile Ski Trail
The Textile Ski Trail consists of 2m long modules lined with Textile dry slope with excellent gliding and striding properties.
mr-snow.de

ROSSIGNOL
Supercorde Ski Jacket Man
Hybrid functional fashion garment with MEMBRRAIN115, a patented combination of 3D seamless knit and a waterproof membrane.
Hall B5 / Booth 420
Winner

DESCENTE
SWISS SKI REPLICA LIGHTWEIGHT JACKET
Radical ski jacket using innovative new fabrics for low weight, natural water repellency, and warmth without insulation.
Hall B1 / Booth 208 | 200
Winner

Hybrid Outer Layer 2L
Nordic Hardware
Norrøna

tamok GORE-TEX® Pro bib

A ski bib made from a new 200D recycled GORE-TEX® Pro fabric offering optimal backcountry protection.

Hall B4 / Booth 302

Winner

R’ADYS

R2 Pro Tech Pants

Best comfort with higher abrasion resistance and backside brushing in important areas. The elastic 3L fabric is PFC-free.

Hall A1 / Booth 105

Winner

Dæhlie

Jacket Supreme Wool

Fitted Nordic XC jacket for cold conditions, made with 3L soft shell fabric with stretch panels and merino wool inside.

Hall B3 / Booth 400

Winner

AMPLIFI

MKX Knee

The seamlessly 3D-knitted knee protector offers perfect fit, maximum flexibility and next level perspiration management.

Hall B4 / Booth 316

Winner

SCOTT Sports

Airflex Polar Men’s Vest Protector

Protector featuring the innovative AirFlex D30 plate, maximum comfort and strategically placed vents for optimal airflow.

Hall B4 / Booth 402 | 502

Winner

QBL Systems

CliQ - the Original Ski Holder

Innovative ski holding mechanism comprising a pressure spring, rubber skin, and rotating arms for secure storage.

Hall B5 / Booth 440

Winner
**K2 Skis**
*MIndbender 116C*
New ski series with unprecedented capabilities; with 116 mm waist, this carbon ski is perfect for every powder turn.

Hall B5 / Booth 420

---

**Völkl**
*Deacon 84*
3D.Glass, XTD Tip & Tail Rocker, and Titanal Frame combined with the new Lowride binding system and 3 Radius concept.

Hall B5 / Booth 230

---

**Fischer**
*Ranger One*
This customizable free touring boot is comfortable and comes with GripWalk, ski/walk mechanism and Dynafit inserts.

Hall B5 / Booth 220

---

**MSR**
*DynaLock Ascent*
Built of Kevlar-reinforced carbon fiber, these ultralight poles feature a quick-deploy design and fit inside any pack.

Hall A4 / Booth 300

---

**Moonlight Mountain Gear**
*Carbon 120 Race*
A responsive, light, playful backcountry ski (1,180g) with a 120mm waist that lets you play in the powder all day long.

Hall B4 / Booth 10A

---

**Cool Zone**
*One-piece KITE*
Snowkiting suit with innovative harness hook holder. With the harness worn underneath, wind and snow cannot enter, but the hook moves freely.

Hall A1 / Booth 426
Snowsports Suit

**FUSALP**

**MONZA**

3L shell with C0 DWR, Polartec Alpha front padding, Polartec Powerfil back padding, and an Aerogel pocket for electronics.

Hall B1 / Booth 218

Socks

**X-SOCKS**

**HeliXCoil**

HeliXCoil uses the structure of two bandages wrapping around the sock to increase muscle stability and boost performance.

Hall B3 / Booth 502
Outdoor.
Urban.
Jury.
Aiming high together

There aren't many segments as versatile and multi-faceted as the Outdoor segment. It embraces all products required for mountaineering, hiking, camping, trekking, and other outdoor activities. Safety and functionalities play a particularly central role. They are not only responsible for pleasure or pain, but they can also decide on well-being and survival in case of an emergency. Accordingly, the jury comprising athletes, extreme mountaineers, journalists, retailers, and even consumers is very rigorous.

Our everyday playgrounds

More than half of the world's population is living and working in urban areas, a fact that emphasizes the importance of urban sports for people's lives. From traditional street sports like skateboarding to inherent urban movements such as parkour or less known yet uprising disciplines like sign spinning: Our cities are huge, multi-faceted playgrounds and the ideal breeding ground for new activities.
Grüezi bag
Biopod DownWool Nature

Back to nature: A sleeping bag made from 100% natural materials – from the packaging down to the last button: You will be amazed by the sleeping quality and the sense of well-being in this sleeping bag. For extra comfort, the sleeping bag is also adjustable in width. The insulation material is Grüezi Bag’s proven DownWool filling.

gz-bag.de
Ortlieb
Atrack ST 34

Atrack is an innovation defining a new product category in the market segments of backpacks and travel luggage. It will perfectly adapt to any kind of traveling and various sports activities. The unique position of the TIZIP zipper and its special opening system allow for easy access and a large opening. The modular system and numerous accessories create an individual and flexible pack within seconds.

Hall A3 / Booth 602

Blackyak
Mountain Shemagh

The Blackyak Mountain Shemagh offers high-performance protection in all cold weather conditions. The multi-position design provides an intimate fit to the face, head, neck, and upper chest. The three-dimensional construction minimizes the ingress of draughts and cold air significantly reducing cold spot formations on exposed skin.

Hall B1 / Booth 318
Biking

**TriEye**

TriEye

Keeping an eye on the following traffic when riding your bicycle can be a challenge without a mirror. Also, turning your head to see behind can be both difficult and sometimes dangerous. TriEye is a new bicycle eyewear with an integrated rearview mirror that lets you keep an eye on the road behind you when biking with just a simple tilt of your head.

Hall B6 / Booth 118

Digital Services

**Vertical-Life**

Vertical-Life

**Training Log**

Training Log is a feature of the Vertical-Life platform. It connects climbers, professional coaches, and climbing gyms. Climbers can follow training plans in the app, designed by professional trainers and tailored to their individual fitness level and goals thanks to smart algorithms. The proposed workouts are based on the routes and boulders in climbing gyms that are linked to the app.

Hall A3 / Booth 430
**Marmot**  
**West Rib Parka**

All necessary features for a protective warm or final outer layer are combined in this parka. The fit and features allow the climber to maintain focus on the route, multiple pockets outside and mesh stash pockets inside cover all storage requirements. Protected by new WarmCube technology, an additional layer of synthetic insulation and Pertex Quantum with Diamond Fuse, this parka sheds bad weather and protects against cold.

Hall A2 / Booth 302

---

**ESKA**  
**ARKTIS GTX®**

The inner glove has a GORE-TEX® insert, with a special fixation of the insert guaranteeing maximum grip. The digital grip leather on the palm provides maximum dexterity. For bad weather conditions, extend the cuff and close it with the cord stopper. SEQRID saves the user’s medical data and emergency contacts.

Hall B3 / Booth 204
Outdoor Research
BitterBlaze Gloves

BitterBlaze gloves deliver dexterity, durability, and warmth for alpine adventures. They use the waterproof trustworthiness of GORE-TEX®, the resilience of Pittards Oiltac goat leather, and the revolutionary warmth of Aerogel insulation used in NASA space travel. Customized Aerogel inserts reduce heat loss from freezing cold elements, allowing for total focus on the task at hand.

Hall B4 / Booth 406

QOOL
QOOL Box

The QOOL Box achieves outstanding insulation performance with aerospace technology. It has vacuum insulation panels in all walls, lid, and floor. The QOOL Temperature Elements are available in five different temperature ranges from -25°C to +25°C. Combining the QOOL Box with the QOOL Temperature Elements keeps the temperature constant for many days – without external power supply, regardless of the outside temperature.

Hall A4 / Booth 215
Hybrid Outer Layer

**Blackyak**

**Sindhi**

The Sindhi vest is an exclusive female design and the little sister to the Mocho style. It combines the use of highly breathable TruFlow textiles and down for the highest level of comfort and moisture transfer. The down chambers are formed using a thermal process to reflect the Yak design lines. Should the weather turn bad, the Sindhi has a hidden pop-out water resistant and windproof jacket secreted away in the low-profile waist.

**Hall B1 / Booth 318**

Mid Layer

**BERG Outdoor**

**GERES ZERO GRAVITY**

Insulated packable jacket made of second-grade parachute fabric, not suitable for the parachute industry, but still maintaining all relevant features such as light resistance and water repellency. The water-repellent Primaloft Gold Insulation 750 Down Blend is treated with environmentally safe techniques. Made in Portugal, with recycled zips, and with a weight of 228g, this is an extra lightweight product.

bergoutdoor.com
ICE ROCK
Crampons 'Cougar'

The Cougar has ten titanium points for a solid hold on any terrain. The platform is made of carbon fiber reinforced polymer and performs an anti-snowballing function. Patented Ti and composite integration. The binding is optimized for all ski/alpinist boots with welts. Size adjusting linking system contains stiff bar and Dyneema strap. The latter reduces the weight and allows the crampons to be folded for compact packability.

Mountainsports

Hall A1 / Booth 425

Mountaineering & Expedition Footwear

La Sportiva
Olympus Mons Cube

The non-plus-ultra of technicality for Himalayan technical mountaineering, arctic crossings and use in extremely cold environments. It adopts the most advanced solutions available on the market to guarantee warmth, lightweight, a quick fit, safety and water repellency for the mountaineer.

Hall B1 / Booth 302
Cortazu
Recycled Nylon 3-layer jacket

In the past, not a single company – small or big – was able to introduce a 3-layer jacket out of recycled nylon – until now. In cooperation with Green Threads, Cortazu developed a lightweight 3L stretch fabric of recycled nylon suitable for high-performance jackets. The nylon originates from 100% post-industrial waste with a new 100% recycled, waterlessly dyed NRSD backer and PFC/PFOA-free DWR.

cortez-outerwear.com

Lagoped
EVE jacket and SUPA Pant

The Eve Jacket is inspired by nature in its design and manufacturing: beautiful, durable, with no frills. Lagoped’s mission is to take care of those who wear and those who make. With this jacket, you go on an adventure without asking questions. It’s waterproof, windproof and breathable. Manufactured locally 100% in Europe, with recycled fabric and no endocrine disruptors.

lagoped.com
Watersports

**Airboard**
Ultralight SUP Concept

The Airboard ULTRALIGHT Edition sets new standards regarding weight and packing size. It is the world’s smallest and lightest package. A sophisticated design allows folding in a particular way. The concept includes a patented pump system: the SUP bag serves as a pump for the base volume as well as a large drybag. The most surprising innovation is the PumpPaddle. The small shaft allows generating high pressure with little effort.

Hall B4 / Booth BN06

**Backpack**

**Mammut**
Trion Spine 50

Active Spine Technology™ ensures greater freedom of movement for shoulders and hips and even weight distribution.

Hall A3 / Booth 302

**Biking**

**D3O**
LP2 Pro

The D3O® LP2 Pro is the most advanced breathable and certified protective armor for motorcycle and mountain bike riding.

d3o.com

**Climbing**

**Keepu**
Gigaklick

Gigaklick is an extra belay device for top rope climbing which compensates mistakes without changing your experience.

Hall A3 / Booth 430
Communications

**mijia**
*Mi Walkie-Talkie 1S*
Mi Walkie-Talkie 1S supports location sharing, FM radio and button-free calling with up to five days of battery life.
xiaomitoday.com

Digital Services

**Vertical-Life**
*Smart Quickdraw*
Smart Quickdraw tracks route ascents in climbing gyms. The data can be used to improve routes and make investment decisions.
Hall A3 / Booth 430

Down Layer

**Mammut**
*Photics HS Thermo Hooded Jacket*
Laser Fuse Technology creates insulation zones without stitched seams. No way for down feathers to leak or water to enter.
Hall A3 / Booth 302

Down Suit

**Blackyak**
*Watusi Down Suit*
Blackyak worked intensively with athletes and made use of award-winning technologies suitable for high-altitude expeditions.
Hall B1 / Booth 318

**ENGINE BIRD**
*Mountaineering jumpsuit*
3D tailoring and hot air seam sealing results in a technical overall made of waterproof and breathable polyamide fabric.

Hiking & Travel Footwear

**ECCO Outdoor**
*SOFT 7 TRED*
Grip, trusted warmth with a Primaloft® lining, HYDROMAX® for dry feet and a leather mudguard for increased durability.
Hall A4 / Booth 204
**ISPO Award 2019**
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#### Outdoor

**Hiking, Travel & Camping**

**Klean Kanteen**
*TKPro*
Plastic-free thermal Kanteen with integrated double-wall stainless steel cup and safe chip-resistant Klean Coat.

Hall A4 / Booth 421

**SOTO**
*Storm Breaker*
The Storm Breaker multi-fuel stove offers exceptional wind resistance without preheating or maintenance.

Hall A2 / Booth UE_06

**Bergans of Norway**
*Rabit 365 Hybrid Pants*
Tough, soft pants that keep you warm and dry with recycled nylon, membrane, taped seams, merino wool backer, and Cordura.

Hall A2 / Booth 102

### Hybrid Outer Layer

**ENGINE BIRD**
*Vibranium Armor Jacket*
Wind- and waterproof, highly breathable polyamide fabric with 90% high-quality goose down to keep warm.

**SALEWA**
*Pedroc Alpine Wool Perform Jacket*
Warm, breathable jacket with the new Alpine Wool Perform engineered for stop-and-go intense physical activities.

Hall A3 / Booth 300

**NITECORE**
*LC10 Portable Magnetic USB Charger*
Power bank or battery charger with emergency light offering constant power supply, powered by all sorts of USB devices.

nitecore.com
UltrAspire
*Lumen 800 Ultra*

The versatile Lumen 800 Ultra waist light is powered by an aircraft aluminum battery pack or by any USB power bank.

Hall A1 / Booth 424

Blackyak
*Calvana Hoody*

The Calvana with YAK TruFlow™ brings together all of Blackyak’s expertise in user comfort and product performance.

Hall B1 / Booth 318

Komperdell
*C2 Ultralight*

The ultimate lightweight and tough carbon pole with a lightweight, thermo-isolating grip and Powerlock 3 system.

Hall B6 / Booth 300

Kailas
*Fuga Pro*

The AWS 2.0 system allows the runner to individually adjust the tightness of the foot to achieve the best wrapping.

kailasgear.com

SALEWA
*Wildfire Edge Mid GoreTex*

Mid-cut tech approach shoe with the innovative Switchfit system for greater climbing precision or hiking comfort.

Hall A3 / Booth 300

TOREAD
*TOREAD “TiEF Dry” Jeans*

Technical stretch jeans with BOA adjustment instead of a belt, ergonomic shape, and TiEF Dry quick drying technology.

toread.com.cn
**ISPO Award 2019**
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---

**Outer Layer 3L**

**DAIWA**

**Jacquard Rain Jacket**

Several different weaves are used in one fabric, requiring fewer seams, creating stronger and more beautiful outerwear.

Hall A1 / Booth 210

---

**Kailas**

**MID-HIGH ALTITUDE TREKKING HARDSHELL JACKET**

Waterproof jacket for harsh weather made of wear-resistant Cordura fabric with Cordura yarn and 3D bionic liner.

kailasgear.com

---

**MobiGarden**

**Professional sleeping bag**

A 3D design reduces the movement of the down and ensures that the body stays warm while the sleeping bag twists.

mobigarden.com.cn

---

**Tools & Equipment**

**KUPILKA**

**Kupilka FireSteel 8**

The sustainably produced FireSteel 8 creates sparks up to 3,000°C for easy fire making and can be used with gloves.

Hall A2 / Booth 120

---

**Travel Backpack**

**Deuter**

**AViANT Access Pro 65 SL NFC**

Versatile hybrid backpack/travel bag with the Deuter Contact back, ample space, NFC functionality, and an extra daypack.

Hall A3 / Booth 511
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**Travel Backpack**

**GREGORY**

**TRIBUTE 55 FEMALE**

Customizable internal-frame suspension, removable daypack, odor resistant ActiveShield compartment, 3-in-1 seam-taped Travel Cover.

Hall A2 / Booth 300
BERG OUTDOOR
SORDO

This 100% biodegradable boot represents the next big step in sustainability: Under favorable conditions, it is decomposed after six months. So if the owner is ready to say goodbye after long years of companionship, he will know that the boot will come to an end in a completely sustainable way. Manufactured in Portugal, all materials (oak leather bionature, Burel and an Apinate outsole) have been selected to ensure full biodegradability.

bergoutdoor.com
Backpacks & Bags

**PACSAFE**

Venturesafe EXP45 ECONYL®

Made with ECONYL® regenerated nylon fiber and designed to secure your gear with patented PACSAFE® technology. The security features include a stainless-steel locking cable, eXomesh® slash guard, Roobar™ Deluxe locking system, and a puncture-resistant ToughZip. The pack can be worn two different ways, the ergonomic, internal frame offers increased balance and support and it meets most airline carry-on standards.

Hall A4 / Booth 200
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Outer Layer Insulated

**DESCENTE ALLTERRAIN**

MIZUSAWA DOWN JACKET “VARIANT”

Latest generation Mizusawa down jacket, extremely waterproof thanks to the new Cebonner® Horns Nylon fabric with natural, cotton-like feel, non-padded thermal bonding and seam tape sealing to ensure a moisture-managed environment. A central dual zip and pit zips form the classic ventilation system. The stored hood is quickly and easily opened with the QuickBurst zipper in the collar.

Hall B1 / Booth 208 | 200
The anorak was designed with originality and alpine living in mind. A high, Polartec lined collar provides protection from the elements, while a minimalist trim and streetwear fit works on and off the mountain.

FW
ROOT ANORAK - LTS

Hall B4 / Booth 418

The Vigorous Vest belongs to a new generation of smart items that fuse Outdoor functionality and storage for the portable office. The flawless composition of waterproof fabric and recycled Primaloft padding provides comfort and protects the owner from nasty weather. This 2-in-1 item offers space for a notebook and various other gadgets. The clean design and robust craftsmanship make this item a universal weapon for the "Urban Warrior."

ARYS
Vigorous Vest

Hall B1 / Booth 108
RESTUBE
#cleanourocean
With the RESTUBE recycle bag, everyone spending time around water can help keep their environment clean and safe.
Hall A4 / Booth 432

VIKING Outdoor
FOOTWEAR
HERO GTX®
This highly reflective winter boot ensures the safety and comfort of your child during the dark season of the year.
Hall A2 / Booth 210

Fjällräven
Canada Wool Padded Jacket W & M
Lumberjack-style mid-layer made from recycled wool/polyester flannel and insulated with a sustainable wool padding.
Hall A2 / Booth 202

ARYS
Cosmic Coat
The Cosmic Coat offers a modern and luxurious design combined with temperature regulating, waterproof Outlast®.
Hall B1 / Booth 108

Icebug
Grove Woolpower
Natural elegance and eco-consciousness have set the framework when developing this minimalistic, functional winter boot.
Hall A4 / Booth 306

KnitWarm
4 in 1 Urban Jacket with intelligent warmth
The body mapping insulation inside the jacket is intelligently supported by the battery-powered KnitWarm technology.
knitwarm.com
**Watershoes & Barefoot**

**OXEANI**

**HELP US SAVE THE OCEANS**

Ecological, sustainable, comfortable footwear designed and produced to reintegrate what was waste with no return.

oxeani.com

---

**Watershoes & Barefoot**

**SOLITE BOOTS**

**CUSTOM LTD**

The customizable, warm, soft and flexible Custom Ltd with removable Heat Booster socks delivers the perfect fit.

soliteboots.eu

---

**Wheelers**

**Triple Power**

**City Scooter - Gallop One**

This safe and versatile scooter mainly solves the problems of quick folding, easy storage and parking.

Hall C3 / Booth 309-3 | 313-1
Health & Fitness. Teamsport.

Jury.
Health as a lifestyle

Fitness, health, and well-being are the most frequent answers when people are asked about their motivation for getting involved in sports. The Health & Fitness segment represents an entire industry revolving around this athletic lifestyle. It comes as no surprise that the segment has since shaped the ISPO Award. The current award winners prove that the progressive development of the segment is alive, and they also offer a good sneak peek into the future of the sporting goods market.

Team sports as an integral part of our culture and society

Early in life, team sports provide kids with important lessons on personal values and can be essential for their development in the social realm, but they are a great way for young and old alike to exercise and socialize at the same time. As leading team sports like soccer undergo interesting developments, new disciplines keep making headlines season after season.
Life Fitness
PLATINUM CLUB SERIES TREADMILL

The Platinum Club Series Treadmill is a health club-quality treadmill. The 21-inch Discover SE3 HD console is just as impressive in size, with unique interactive courses. You can stream Netflix or Spotify. With the Apple GymKit integration, you can sync your Apple Watch. The treadmill and your watch share data like heart rate, distance, speed, and incline, so what you see on the machine’s console is what is recorded on your watch.

lifefitness.com
Inspired by the unforgiving Nordic winters, the SubZ Sweater allows you to keep on running, even when the mercury collapses. This cold-weather running sweater features lightweight, heat-bonded padding at the front, brushed jersey fabric and a chimney collar for extra warmth and protection during winter workouts. In addition, the seamlessly knit sleeves and back provide exceptional comfort and fit.

Hall B3 / Booth 402

Hybrid Outer Layer

**Craft**

**SubZ Sweater**

The new SphereWind G2 adds ThermoSyphon technology to the award-winning jacket. The ergonomics of the jacket were improved with Preset Running Sleeves, Formed Sleeve Cuffs and the elimination of underarm seams. A scarab folding system allows the jacket to be worn comfortably around the waist. Weather-protected air outlets allow for climate control when the jacket is worn.

Hall B3 / Booth 502

Hybrid Outer Layer

**X-BIONIC**

**SphereWind G2 Run Jacket**
**Arc’teryx**

**Norvan SL Insulated Hoody**

The Norvan SL Insulated Hoody is a superlight, packable jacket for winter. It combines super lightweight and breathable, packable materials for high-output trail running in cold and wet conditions. The result is the lightest insulated GORE-TEX® jacket Arc’teryx has ever made (270g/men’s M). The combination of GORE-TEX® SHAKEDRY® technology with a layer of bodymapped insulated lining offers warmth and weather protection.

Hall A3 / Booth 306
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**TRUE MOTION**

**U-TECH NEVOS**

A revolutionary running shoe with an innovative midsole system that centers the energy application point to minimize dangerous stress on the foot, ankle, and knee. The innovation tackles the cause for this stress instead of merely fixing symptoms. It strives to decrease injuries and increase performance combining groundbreaking science and a great running experience like no other shoe in the market.

truemotion.run
**Gold Winner**

**361°**

**Beat Cold AFI-001 Down Parka**

The Beat Cold AFI-001 is a smart parka that can produce instant heat to keep the athlete’s muscles and body warm. It also raises the heart rate and is ready to work efficiently as soon as the competition starts.

361sport.com

**Base Layer**

**X-BIONIC**

**The TRICK® G2 Run Shirt**

Temperature regulation on the outside and sweat management inside. The perfect running shirt for competitive athletes.

Hall B3 / Booth 502

**Winner**

**Compression Wear**

**X-BIONIC**

**EFFEKTOR G2 Bike Bib Shorts**

Ergonomic comfort and performance with the patented ThermoSyphon® technology to increase thermoregulation.

Hall B3 / Booth 502

**Winner**

**Fitness & Activity Tracker**

**Movesense**

**Sensor development platform**

The cost-effective Movesense sensor made by Suunto can track motion and physiology in sports, wellness, and more.

Hall B4 / Booth BN08

**Winner**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Headphones</td>
<td>MIIEGO</td>
<td>High-quality headphones with changeable ear cushions and long battery life, great for all-day use and workout sessions.</td>
<td>Hall A5 / Booth 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifestyle &amp; Fashion</td>
<td>Holden Outerwear</td>
<td>Down Hybrid Jogger&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Crafted with Polartec® Power Stretch Pro and premium trackable down, this hybrid is equal parts technical and casual.</td>
<td>Hall A2 / Booth 504</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Outer Layer</td>
<td>DÆHLIE</td>
<td>Jacket Winter Run&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Very lightweight 4-way stretch running jacket for cold conditions with bionic DWR, NASA aerogel padding and reflectives.</td>
<td>Hall B3 / Booth 400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical &amp; Physio</td>
<td>BLACKROLL</td>
<td>RECOVERY PILLOW&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;The ergonomic Recovery Pillow’s innovative materials and shape will support a healthy and relaxed sleep.</td>
<td>Hall A5 / Booth 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid Outer Layer</td>
<td>X-BIONIC</td>
<td>Streamlite G2 Bike Jacket&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;ThermoSyphon®, air intake vents and the Symbionic® Membrane provide outstanding protection and temperature regulation.</td>
<td>Hall B3 / Booth 502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical &amp; Physio</td>
<td>SEVEN SUNDAYS</td>
<td>artist Multilayer Sleeping System&lt;br&gt;&lt;br&gt;Seven Sundays mattresses can be adapted in various unique configurations to support overnight regeneration.</td>
<td>my7sundays.com</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
YETI
Mjelde

The 2.5-layer jacket is one of the lightest breathable rain shells made of a 2-way stretch fabric for perfect movability.

Hall A2 / Booth 310

The North Face
Flight Series FUTURELIGHT Jacket

Nano-spinning adds superior air permeability to the membrane of this waterproof and stretchy garment.

Hall A1 / Booth 202
SELECT
Ultimate iBall

Ultimate iBall is the world’s first intelligent handball with a build-in KINEXON chip that tracks and distributes data in real time. The handball premiered at the VELUX EHF FINAL4 2018. It was the first major event in European sports to use the new tracking technology capturing exact ball speed, shot detection, position of the shot, etc. Fans can observe the data of teams and players in real time on broadcasting and digital channels.

derbystar.de
ASB GlassFloor

ASB MultiSport

The MultiSport floor is an industry innovation in the field of dynamic sports floors. Under the GlassFloor there are LED strips that light up through the glass to indicate the desired play lines for each desired type of sport on the surface, avoiding confusing line transitions. The individual lines of each sport are independently illuminated by a touch screen according to the sport desired.

GuardLab

APEX Mouthguard

This innovative “boil & bite”-style mouthguard with pre-indentation ensures the most accurate and comfortable fit ever.

guardlab.com

REUSCH

Pure Contact II G3 SPEEDBUMP™

The ultralight, futuristic goalkeeper glove concept with SpeedBumps™ offers maximum friction, tactility and control.

Hall B3 / Booth 406

Open Goaaal!

Open Goaaal! Junior

The net wall acts as a backstop and rebounder net if the goal is missed. The entire net can be retracted after use.

Hall C6 / Booth 202-3
If you have any questions, please contact:

Amrei Kommer
PR Manager ISPO
Tel. +49 89 949-21406
kommer@ispo.com